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Dear Friends,
This edition of our newsletter is going to be a little different from all the previous ones so far.
The credit for this innovative presentation of Vatsalya's progress goes to my enhanced computer
skills and also to this summer-induced indolence...:) It's touching 40 degrees by the time we
finish our breakfast!
The newsletter contains some beautiful pictures depicting our lives here at Vatsalya and a few
original notes from friends, donors and volunteers. I am sure it will be a refreshing change from
my vague, verbose, declamatory and yet, often incoherent writings! This newsletter is exactly as
"they" said it as I have some authentic inputs from several individuals...:) First, there is a letter
from Arjun Ghai. Arjun is studying in Northwood High School, Irvine, CA and has volunteered
twice at Vatsalya Udayan. He is making some long-term plans for Vatsalya children and has
shared them in this letter. Then there are thoughts and feelings shared by young students from
Australia who stayed at Vatsalya for about a week as part of their World Challenge
expeditions. Finally, we have some visuals of different exciting things happening at
Vatsalya. So, here we go!

S

“ orry for the delay it has been very hectic with the start of Tennis Season and junior year in full
swing with AP test less than a month away. But nonetheless I am getting through and it looks like
thing will clear up in the near future!
In December, I was truly amazed to see how much progress some of the Vatsalya Udayan children had
made over the course of the last two years. The few days that I spent with them in 2009 had a
remarkable impact on my outlook in life. I truly want to play a key part in their future and in turn
have them play an integral part in mine. On my return from India, I founded an organization called
Tech2Teach which focuses on using technology to further the learning process. Under Tech2Teach
the possibilities are endless. I have a specific goal in mind and I am determined to reach and exceed it
ultimately creating a program that will expose children to the infinite amount of information available
to us. First and foremost there obviously needs to be equipment available to them. When we met you
in December you were discussing the electricity wiring options and all the external paraphernalia
needed to allow the projector to be operational. Has the wiring been completed? We were also talking
about an inverter or a backup battery for the computer and projector. Were you able to buy that yet?

Please do not hesitate to tell me what is lacking and how I can help. Under Tech2Teach I have been
doing 3-4 hours/week of private tutoring for kids. All the money I earn tutoring kids is funding
Tech2Teach to directly or indirectly benefit the education of the kids in Vatsalya.
As you already know, there are innumerable programs/videos available in Math, English, Science etc.,
but I was hoping to establish a program over Skype for general knowledge/education. Obviously we
would have to work out the logistics of it but I would really be interested in preparing a weekly
presentation on varying topics be it a trending news story; or be it a particular holiday; or be it taking
a virtual tour of a foreign country or an interesting city. I feel that with all the technology we have
access to, the possibilities are endless and I want to take advantage of that. Let me know your
thoughts, comments and/or suggestions on such a program. I strongly believe that such a program
would go a long way in giving a world perspective to the kids.
Also if I can help in any way as far as the school goes with providing lesson plans, workbooks, or
anything of that nature, please let me know. I am more than willing to help in that aspect. I look
forward to hearing from you and together I know we can make a difference.
Thanks, Arjun Ghai”
Arjun is just about 18 and has such clarity of vision, thoughts and plans! Vatsalya is surely
blessed with wonderful leaderships of generation next!
Now, some notes left by students of World Challenge expedition teams. We had four teams
from Australia and UK; each team comprising of about 18 young boys and girls who stayed with
us for 4-6 days. Here is what they say!

“Vatsalya Udayan has been an incredibly eye opening experience. The way that the staff at Vatsalya
rises to the challenge and keeps the children happy and occupied is simply incredible. The children
themselves are so happy and positive despite the often dark histories they share. It is simply so
warming to realize the depth and compassion that people have who care for them. The love is
overwhelming and truly awe inspiring.
Vatsalya is an amazing organization. The level and amount of work has been astounding. The kids
were happy, there is always enough food to eat, and the accommodation was clean and comfortable.
I will leave here a changed man being exposed to such acts of kindness and grace of heart...Josh Sim”
“Coming to Vatsalya has been an absolutely amazing, once in a life time experience. I have learnt so
much about happiness, gratitude and family. This place is filled with love, shown through the food,
activities and beautiful prayers...Naomi Bagga”
“I have really enjoyed my stay at Vatsalya. Sport was the most fun ever – I don’t think I have ever
laughed so hard or so long, even though we were thrashed every time. While I did miss the convenience

of a shower, using warm water and a bucket was perfectly fine. I had the best time ever here, so thank
you very much...Jessica Riese”
“An absolutely amazing and life changing experience, one which I will never forget!! The children
were an absolute pleasure to meet, play with and talk to. Every single one was kind, many with a
good sense of humour...Joshua Berymook”
“I can’t think of a better place for a child to grow up....Lauren”
“My time at Vatsalya was filled with fun, laughter and challenges. It was very nice of you to allow
us nearly full reign to do what we wanted to in the Nursery. It allowed us to be creative and get really
motivated to complete our work...Gemma Poole”
“From the moment we arrived, I felt like we were part of a family. I also found it amazing at how
self-sufficient it is here with your solar and gas systems. The values the children are taught are
beautiful....Zoey Jackson”
“We loved the sports time, from 4 – 6 pm, playing with everyone. It was a good combination of
getting to know the children, spending time painting, and having time to relax over chai tea. Thank
you very much for all the warmth, laughter and love. I felt a real sense of belonging here at Vatsalya
and will take that sense of belonging away with me... Fliss”
“Vatsalya is a miracle unto itself in India. It helps people in a real and tangible way across many
regions. The warmth with which we were welcomed created an aura of safety for us a long way from
home.” (There was no name with this note)
“Vatsalya is a beautiful place. I feel loved, nourished and respected. Vatsalya has given me a
heartening adventure into India’s culture and people. All elements of infrastructure and activity
express the compassion and enthusiasm of voluntary work here. I am enriched to be in this cornucopia
of family love and kindness...Amanda Dwight”

“It was a great experience and has helped to develop an awareness of our place in the world and how
we can help others...Rod Harris”
“My stay here has been educational, emotional,fun, eye opening and positive...Naomi McKay”

“Along with an amazing self-discovery journey, we’ve learned and gained new perspectives on many
aspects of life at Vatsalya. We have thoroughly enjoyed being part of such a worthwhile organization.
Simran Hingorani and Milly Hanigan”

Such wonderful feelings! No wonder our children MISS them as they feel enriched in the same
way...:)
Now, some visuals from Vatsalya’s different interventions this quarter, but before that, I have a
good news to share as well as a request: Vatsalya applied to be on the website of Global Giving
(www.globalgiving.org) and was awarded its membership this month. We have posted our
project “Send 100 Girls to School in Rural Rajasthan” up on its website. The project cost is
$9800 which can be raised in an indefinite period of time, however, Global Giving would
provide a permanent space to Vatsalya on its website if our project was able to raise for itself
$4000 in 30 days, i.e. by April 30th, 2012. This $4000 must be contributed by 50 persons at
least! The project has received $1415 so far. Our request is to please spread the word around and
ask people to donate to our project. You can see all the details on www.globalgiving.org Little
by little, with your help; we have been able to accomplish a lot here at Vatsalya. Every support
counts, no matter how small it may seem...:)
And now, some happy-happy moments caught on camera:

Mister Manoj Badale; Chairman, The British Asian Trust and owner of Rajasthan Royals team along with
Sreesant; the outstanding fast Bowler who won 2 World Cricket Cups for India was at our livelihood centre in
Jaipur. An extraordinary gift to Vatsalya as well as the students of AIF supported livelihood program. They spent an
hour interacting with students and staff and learning about Vatsalya.

Ved-The Band playing for children of Vatsalya Udayan during Vatsalya Fair! The campus came alive with
beating of drums, melodious voices of singers and the tunes played on Guitar and Key Boards. The children
LOVED them and are already asking-When will they come again? Sorry about the quality of picture here but the
talents that are visible and a bit hidden in the dark are: Akhil R Pillai-Lead Vocals; Rahul Kothari-Lead Vocals;
Nishank Jain-Lead Guitar; Adi Akbar-Rythm Guitar; Kartikey Gupta-Drums’ Rishabh Maheshwari-Key Boards
and Vishal Bardeva-Rythm & Bass

Christopher Hall and Cynthia Scott; professors of Environment Science from the University of Guelph, Canada
visited Vatsalya Udayan with 25 students. While they enjoyed the food, music and dance in the Fair, our children
got a chance to interact with them and exchange thoughts about environmental issues in India and Canada!

We celebrated Shiv Ratri; the birthday of Lord Shiva. The favourite one to play the role of Shiva was Shivam
with his serene and calm persona that can transform in an explosive angry character if provoked-Just like Shiva!
Holi; as always is the most favourite festival of children as it is a ‘No Prohibition’ day! Everyone, including the
teachers, cooks, care takers were given a dip in this cattle water tank! But how can you be angry with these
boisterous, restless, aggressive young boys and girls who tend to the earth so lovingly- After about 4 quintals of
carrots this winter, they are now working to get a good produce of onion, potato and spinach besides the cattle feed
of Rinjka and Gwar

Vatsalya School now has an Audio Visual Lab equipped with internet device, LCD projector, computer, TV,
DVD, etc. Friends and volunteers from across the world are participating in teaching our children. On 28th February
which is celebrated as Science Day in India, professors and students of Penn State University, US conducted an
interactive session on science facts with Vatsalya children! Also, see how our classrooms are enlivened with
colourful art work by students of World Challenge UK and Australia!

Sewa Yatra volunteers from University of North Texas and Oregon State University visited Vatsalya Udayan;
Open Eyes Project, Spain returned to Vatsalya with yet another dedicated group of volunteers; Australian model
Louise Van der Vorst was at Udayan for the Artisans of Fashion project that supports Vatsalya; Wolfgang
Scheffler the inventor and prompter of Scheffler Reflectors that concentrate sunlight for solar cooking was at
Vatsalya with his wife Heike and spent 4 days working on correcting an installation problem in our solar cooker!

Mark Twain said-“To get full value of joy, you must have somebody to divide it with”. It is a pleasure to have YOU
to share our joys with... :) Thank you very much for being there for us!
Warmest regards,
Jaimala
PS: Please do not forget to visit www.globalgiving.org and tell your friends about it “Send 100 Girls to School in
Rural Rajasthan” project of Vatsalya....:) 30th April is the dead line!

